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“The universe (which others call the Library) is composed of an indefinite, perhaps an infinite, 
number of hexagonal galleries...”

Jorge Luis Borges “The Library of Babel”

“In this next song I’m going to demonstrate one of my favorite techniques: I’ll take a lovely, 
simple melody and drive it into the ground.”

Leo Kottke “The Fisherman”

This project is a study in doing the same thing again and again and again. It experiments 

with a purposefully reductive design strategy limited to the repetition of a single idea. 

Taking cues from other disciplines, it uses this incessant repetition to introduce a new 

affect to architecture based upon the experience of self-similar spaces in an uninterrupted 

and seemingly endless sequence. Finally, it reimagines the typology of the large history 

museum, proposing an open-ended series of moments of historical totality as an 

alternative to the cumulative or narrative unfolding of content. This thesis project is at 

once a primitive formal game and a spatially complex reinvention of a venerable American 

institution. It is an architectural contraption that reorders a universe of artifacts.

ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION

The principal spaces of this new building for the New York Historical Society consist of 

several dozen iterations of a sculptural void, which interlock like puzzle pieces within an 

extruded rectangular mass on Central Park West between 76th and 77th street. These 

proliferating voids function as spaces for the display of typological groupings of historical 

objects, in addition to accommodating supplementary program. They are all the product 

of a simple formal system in which a single repeating unit overlaps with itself to produce 

variations of a three dimensional shape. The interlocking of these iterative spaces, the 

simultaneous spiraling trajectories that lead visitors through them, and the relentless 

alternation of solid and void that punctuates these trajectories all contribute to a particular 

temporal experience. A recurring orchestrated encounter with a distinctive space defines 

a single moment in time that seems at every moment to renew itself. Circulating in an 

improvisatory, non-linear way through open-ended iterations of the same moment, one 

experiences history as a series of microcosms, each capturing the full sweep and scope of 

history.

Introduction
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HISTORY MUSEUM
Galleries 20,000 sf
Support 35,000 sf

55,000 sf
AUDITORIUM

Auditorium 3,500 sf
Lobby/Support 3,000 sf

6,500 sf
RETAIL

Book Shop 1,500 sf
Admin 1,000 sf

2,500 sf

RESTAURANT
Seating 1,500 sf
Kitchen 1,500 sf

3,000 sf
LIBRARY

Reading Room 6,000 sf
Stacks 64,000 sf
Support 4,500 sf

74,500 sf
NYHS ADMIN

Ofiice/Conference 10,000 sf

One of the first historical archives in America, the New York Historical Society has 

amassed over the course of two centuries an enormous collection of seemingly unlimited 

scope, consisting of every conceivable kind of historical evidence, from priceless artifacts 

and documents of obvious historical importance to everyday objects from all eras of 

American history. The volume of this collection far exceeds the capacity for storage and 

display of the main building in Manhattan, and occupies several warehouses in New 

Jersey and Queens.

The current home of the NYHS is a tomb-like Beaux-Arts structure completed in 1938. 

In addition to numerous galleries for permanent and temporary exhibitions, the existing 

building contains a 450-seat auditorium, a public reading room for consultation of archived 

documents, a restaurant and a bookstore, as well as back of house administrative and 

curatorial offices and restoration workshops. The current project, which replaces the 

existing building on the same site, retains the same area of back-of-house and non-

museum program while greatly expanding the gallery space.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Introduction

NYHS Museum and Library,
Program Breakdown:
Existing Conditions
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Recent projects exploring repetition and variation in architecture are typically situated 
within discourses of context, performance, or computation. The bundled roofs of the 
Maribor Art Gallery by Stan Allen forms a composition that recalls the steep rooftops of 
the adjacent city and helps it mediate its larger scale, while the repetition of the floor plan 
advances Allen’s interest in fields by virtue of its adaptability to exhibitions of all sizes. At 
the same time the jumbled huts of the Villa at Ordos reflects MOS’s alternative take on 
parametricism, which uses the techniques of mass customization to introduce a degree of 
chaos or happenstance into the design process.

I propose an entirely different basis for approaching repetition and variation based on an 
alternative reading of these projects. Taken from the dynamic point of view of circulation, 
each of these precedents appears not as a spatial composition (to be taken in all at once) 
but as a sequence of discrete moments of encounter in time. The progression through the 
plan of Villa at Ordos sets up a constant alternation between anticipation and discovery: 
one is perpetually passing through a tight poché to discover a tall, vertically biased space. 
As though destined to relive a single moment in time, one discovers through further 
exploration only further iterations of the same simple pattern of experience. Sometimes 
the passage through the poché involves a shift in level, sometimes the discovered “hut” is 
taller or wider, and these successive mutations animate the impression of repetition. The 
effect of variation is to perpetuate a sense of unfamiliarity, so one encounters the repeated 
shape as though for the first time with every iteration.

This repetition works a transformative effect. The “whole” of the building becomes de-
emphasized, open ended, and the relationship of the parts becomes ambiguous. Any 
momentary experience of the building is interchangeable with any other, so that the 
entirety can be reduced to a fragment. It transforms the experience of time from a present 
that recedes into the past and advances into the future to a single present moment that 
simply persists. 

PRECEDENTS

Precedents: Architecture

Sequential Perspectives
Top to Bottom:
MOS, Villa at Ordos (2008)
SAA, Maribor Gallery (2010)
Mansilla + Tuñon, MUSAC (2005)
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Samuel Beckett (b. 1906 - 1989)
Watt, 1953

Phillip Glass (b. 1937)
Music in Similar Motion, 1969

The obsessive, perhaps absurd repetition of the Villa at Ordos bears a striking resemblance 

to 20th century practices in music and theater, and suggests that the affect associated 

with these precedents might be translated into architecture. In some of Samuel Beckett’s 

writings and numerous early pieces by Philip Glass, repetition of shifting fragments became 

standard procedure. Beckett could fill pages of his novels and plays rearranging the terms 

in a repeated sentence. Glass could turn one measure of boring music into an ecstatic forty 

minutes by playing it over and over again, with notes occasionally added and subtracted. 

The static play of difference and repetition in these precedents challenges fundamental 

assumptions about part to whole relationships because it makes it impossible to relate each 

passing moment to a larger narrative arc or linear unfolding. The affect produced by this 

non-linearity has been described by critics as “macro-time” or the “continuous present,” 

in which the work exists complete in each passing moment, and seems to continue 

forever without limits, regardless of when it actually starts or stops in performance. Its 

alchemical product is not frustration or anxiety, but a sense of relief that accompanies the 

abandonment of a certain mode of comprehension, or a liberation into the present moment.

Precedents: Music + Theater
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My design methodology is simple. My only idea, an extruded square with a curvaceous 

void removed, resembles a misshapen macaroni, and I repeat it one hundred and 

twelve times. “Design” is limited to two operations: mirroring and rotation, which produce 

variations on the composite voids implied by adjacent units as these units are arranged in 

a stack. Thus limited by the compulsion to repeat, the design process is a game with strict 

rules, or a simple contraption with many moving parts.

Though stringent, these geometric constraints in fact generate a second level of 

complexity. Out of the rote repetition of an inert form comes a repetition animated by 

difference at the next highest level of organization. The play of the unit against itself 

yields a space of variation that is at once staggering and homogeneous: its juxtaposition 

produces a seemingly infinite set of variations on a three-dimensional sculptural void. 

However diverse their shape, every composite void is instantly recognizable as an iteration 

of the same space because of the distinctive asymmetrical profiles of the basic units that 

define it. Like Beckett’s sentence fragments or Glass’ melodic cells, these iterative voids 

constitute a perpetual rephrasing of the same idea.

Design Strategy

DESIGN

Left: Basic Unit
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Some Combinations of 
Two and Four Units
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At the architectural scale, each basic unit represents a volume forty feet by forty feet by 

twelve feet (or one story.) Programmatically, the composite voids are large gallery spaces, 

while the solids house spaces for circulation and support. The “stack,” the overall mass 

within which the repetition of solids and voids plays out is defined by a four by four unit 

grid, which corresponds to a footprint of 160 feet by 160 feet on the site of the NYHS, just 

across the street from the American Museum of Natural History and Central Park. 

Design Strategy

Site Plan
NTS
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Conceptual Plan Studies
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The variation of composite voids is based upon a standard four-unit aggregate. Setting a 

standard type accomplishes a number of things: In the first place, it implies yet another 

level of organic complexity among the repetitive voids, establishing a pattern of three-

dimensional interlocking that organizes the overall mass into a system of quadrants. It 

further establishes the reading of repetition and variation in the voids, because in addition 

to a more consistent spatial pattern (a double-height “atrium” linking single-height wings 

across two levels) it sets a fairly consistent scale across all galleries, and therefore a 

consistent rhythm of experience as one circulates among them. Finally, it ensures certain 

programmatic requirements (bringing natural light to central spaces, allowing larger 

artifacts to be viewed from several vantage points) will be met.

Design Strategy

Study Model: 
Interlocking of Standard Void
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Within the overall mass of the building, variations on the basic void typology interlock like 

three-dimensional jigsaw pieces with larger voids for supplementary museum program, 

creating complex relationships of spatial and visual connection.

Design Strategy

Animation Stills:
Callout of Voids Within 
Overall Massing

Massing Study Model
1/32” = 1’
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Left: Model Detail

Right: Final Model
1/8” = 1’
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The project does away with conventional organization by floors in order to ensure an 

unbroken experience of spatial repetition. The boundaries between units within each 

quadrant always coincide with a sectional shift of three feet, so that each spiral within a 

quadrant makes the equivalent of a sectional change of one story. Vertical circulation takes 

the form of four continuous upward spirals, one in each quadrant of the plan. One circulates 

by going in circles.

Design Strategy

Circulation Diagram:
Sectional Shifts, 
Quadrant Spirals and
Interlocking Voids
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The experiential effect of the building is a product of the logic of the voids and spirals 

working together. Repetition at the level of the basic unit gives a consistent rhythm to the 

passage through the building, a clockwork oscillation between solid and void that persists 

throughout. The trajectory of the circulation spirals threads among multi-story spaces with 

alternating orientations relative to site, context and the project as a whole. Each spiral 

progresses in a continuously evolving relationship to the profile of the voids, sometimes 

following their displacement, sometimes passing through tangentially. Across recurring 

moments in time, the sequential unfolding of voids previously encountered, discovered 

for the first time, and yet to be explored further follows an irregular pattern that seems to 

collapse past, present and future. Branching between spirals makes possible a seemingly 

infinite number of potential paths, all of which will necessarily bypass parts of the building 

in favor of others, so that one experiences a series of fragments without exhausting the 

whole.

Design Strategy

Sequential Diagrams:
Spiral Trajectory around 
Interlocking Voids

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

8
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Because of its theoretically unlimited scope, the generalist history museum poses the 

impossible challenge of portioning infinity. It serves as a repository for the material 

evidence of everything that has ever happened and as such, the objects it might contain 

range from paper party hats to the pistol that killed a president, and every conceivable 

thing in between.

Such diversity resists being streamlined into the kind of narrative coherence favored by 

the typical history museum, in which a single grand promenade leads the visitor from past 

to present, attempting along its course to bestow a cumulative understanding of the full 

historical picture. The National Museum of American History in D.C., one such museum, 

has been criticized as both too limited and overwhelmingly broad: limited because the 

omissions become more glaring the more all-encompassing the narrative purports to be, 

and broad because following along demands a feat of unremitting attention that is nearly 

superhuman.

Design Strategy: Program

Above: Ole Worm’s Cabinet of 
Curiosities (1655)
Below: National Museum of 
American History
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This thesis project is a history museum that jettisons the responsibility of weaving all-

encompassing narratives in favor of an open-ended structure in which the unruliness and 

infinity of history can be experienced in an improvisatory way, where the whole picture is 

never revealed but each fragment evokes the whole. Here history resembles an obscure 

document read one letter at a time, in no particular order, through a magnifying glass. 

Every space is curated according to a single, arbitrary criterion: put every object of the 

same shape or type together in one room, and you end up with a self-sufficient core 

sample through history. A room full of chairs, for example, produces a kind of explosive 

coherence, as each chair comes freighted with its own set of associations tied to the 

particular context and present from which it springs. 

Design Strategy: Program

In a Roomful of Chairs, 
a Universe Condensed
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THE HISTORY OF NEW YORK AS TOLD BY ITS 
CHANDELIERS

THE HISTORY OF NEW YORK AS TOLD BY ITS 
DECIDUOUS TREES

THE HISTORY OF NEW YORK AS TOLD BY ITS 
HELICOPTERS

THE HISTORY OF NEW YORK AS TOLD BY ITS 
GIANT STONE HEADS

THE HISTORY OF NEW YORK AS TOLD BY ITS
STREET CLOCKS

THE HISTORY OF NEW YORK AS TOLD BY ITS 
CLAY POTS

Each gallery samples the full sweep of history, collapsing vulgar and sacred, ancient and 

contemporary, tragic and comic, priceless and trash, into a single crystallized moment 

of historical totality. No gallery offers any less thorough a summary than any other, none 

builds on or supplements the evidence in any other. Rather than circulating along a 

linear sequence towards a cumulative understanding one wanders among innumerable 

and incompatible microcosms of history. A recurring moment of encounter structures a 

sustained free-association on historical themes.

Design Strategy: Program

Extracts from Museum Catalog
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DOCUMENTATION: PLANS

Final Model, 1/8” = 1’
The placement of four elevator 
cores at the boundaries of the 
quadrants offers direct service to 
twelve of the sixteen grid squares, 
while the corners are linked to 
adjacent squares via spaces with 
ramped floors. 
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Left: Basement Plan
Right: Ground Floor Plan at 4’
NTS

Documentation: Plans
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Left: Plan at 23’
Right: Plan at 35’
NTS

Documentation: Plans
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Left: Plan at 47’
Right: Plan at 59’
NTS

Documentation: Plans
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Left: Plan at 71’ 
Right: Plan at 83’ / Roof Plan
NTS

Documentation: Plans
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LUMAN REED MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

BERKOWITZ ROOF COURT

ABOVE:
The DiMenna Family Auditorium

Documentation: Perspectives
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GILDER LEHRMANN HALL OF STREET CLOCKS

GILDER LEHRMANN HALL OF STREET CLOCKS

Documentation: Perspectives

WALKTHROUGH: 
TWO TURNS AROUND THE SOUTHEAST QUADRANT
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LEFT:
 The Robert H. Smith Teapot 
Gallery contains a ramp that links 
this corner cell to the next cell in 
the quadrant.

PREVIOUS SPREAD:
Upon Discoverng the Guilder-
Lehrmann Hall of Urban Clocks, 
which occupies the standard form 
of aggregate void.

NEXT SPREAD:
Emerging once again from the solid 
of the basic unit to the void, and 
looking back towards the vanatage 
point of the previous perspective.
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Documentation: PerspectivesDocumentation: Perspectives
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GILDER LEHRMANN HALL OF STREET CLOCKS

GILDER LEHRMANN HALL OF STREET CLOCKS

Documentation: Perspectives
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PAGE 62-63
The Barbara K. Lippman Hall of 
Carriages occupies a void which 
fits together with the Guilder-
Lehrmann hall of Urban Clocks. 
Here is a moment when spiral 
and void fall in synch, so that the 
circulation trajectory follows this 
gallery for the next three units.

NEXT SPREAD
The Eris Field Gallery of Historic 
Chairs.

OPPOSITE
Passing from void back into 
solid. We climb one of the short 
staircases that flanks the elevator 
vestibule. As always, this sectional 
shift signals the passage from one 
unit into the next.

3

Documentation: Perspectives
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ERIS FIELD HALL OF CARRIAGES

ERIS FIELD HALL OF CARRIAGES

Documentation: Perspectives
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NEXT SPREAD
Entering the Barbara K. Lippman 
Hall of Carriages once again from a 
new vantage point. 

LEFT
The Lefkowitz Collection of 
American Urinals.

4
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ERIS FIELD HALL OF CARRIAGES

ERIS FIELD HALL OF CARRIAGES

Documentation: Perspectives
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NEXT SPREAD
Entering the Barbara K. Lippman 
Hall of Carriages once again from a 
new vantage point. 

LEFT
The Emerson Corporation Gallery 
of Long Barrel Firearms.

Documentation: Perspectives

5
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ERIS FIELD HALL OF CARRIAGES

GILDER LEHRMANN HALL OF STREET CLOCKS

Documentation: Perspectives
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NEXT SPREAD
The spiral once again intersects 
with the Guilder-Lehrmann Hall 
of Urban Clocks. One looks back 
on the gallery from a much higher 
vantage point.

LEFT
The Pew-Kitagawa Guitar Gallery

6

Documentation: Perspectives
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ERIS FIELD HALL OF CARRIAGES

GILDER LEHRMANN HALL OF STREET CLOCKS

Documentation: Perspectives
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NEXT SPREAD
One emerges again for the last 
time into the Guilder-Lehrmann 
Hall of Urban Clocks.

7

LEFT
Climb one of the short staircases 
that flanks the elevator vestibule.

Documentation: Perspectives
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GILDER LEHRMANN HALL OF STREET CLOCKS

ERIS FIELD HALL OF CARRIAGES

Documentation: Perspectives
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NEXT SPREAD
One emerges again for the last 
time into the Barbara K. Lippman 
Hall of Carriages.

7

LEFT
Climb one of the short staircases 
that flanks the elevator vestibule.

8

Documentation: Perspectives
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GILDER LEHRMANN HALL OF STREET CLOCKS

ERIS FIELD HALL OF CARRIAGES

Documentation: Perspectives
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LUMAN REED MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

BERKOWITZ ROOF COURT

Documentation: Perspectives

The Klingstein Roof Terrace 
Under the Stars

The Smith-Cohen Hall of 
Helicopters
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EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVE: 77th STREET and CENTRAL PARK WEST

EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVE: 77th STREET and CENTRAL PARK WEST

EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVE: 77th STREET and CENTRAL PARK WEST

EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVE: 77th STREET and CENTRAL PARK WEST

Exterior Perspectives: Day and Night
View from the Southeast Corner of 
76th and Central Park West.

Documentation: Perspectives
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